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Introduction. Let D be an open set in the 2-plane, C its boundary, z0 a
point on C, and f(z) a one-valued meromorphic function in D. Given a set
ECD+C, we denote the intersection of E with Gr = {0< !2-2:01 <r) by Er,
and the set of values {/(z) ztΞDr) by f(Dr). The cluster set S^ of f(z) at
ZQ in D is defined by ΠII/(Λ )] β , where [ Dβ denotes the closure of the set

r

in C ], and the range of values RψJ is defined by Πf(Dr). Further the cluster
r

set Sif on £ is defined by ΠIΌS(

Z

D)Y, where S^} at an inner point 2 is put
r z&Fr

equal t o / U ) . In the theory of cluster sets relations between S^\ S* ,̂ Mf are
pursued chiefly.1* Here we refer to the following two principal theorems under
the assumption that z0 is non-isolated:

(I) (Brelot2)). (S^Ϋ CS?0\ where ( )b denotes the boundary of the set
in ( ).

(II) (Kunugui [5]). Each component of S™-!%!?, with two possible ex-
ceptions, is contained in R^\ provided that D is a domain.3)

It is always assumed that z0 is non-isolated in these theorems, and the case
when ZQ is isolated is left to the well-known Picard's theorem.

Above the cluster sets are defined for a function which takes values in a
plane. However, the definitions can be generalized to a function, which is de-
fined in a plane domain and takes values on an abstract Riemann surface, and

Received November 7, 1951.
* This work was done by the writer as a fellow of the Yukawa Foundation of Osaka

University.
J ) For various results and literatures, cf. [7].
2) See [2], Theorem in §6. The form of Brelot's theorem is different from (I), but the

equivalency is proved as usual. Cf. [6], for instance.
3> This theorem can be proved also in the case where D is any open set as follows :

Suppose that there exists a component Ω of S^ — S(

z

c

0\ at least three points of which
do not belong to R^\ Let WQ be such an exceptional value. Since tvo e S^9 we can
choose {>«}, zn->zo, such that f(zn)->wo. Among the inverse images in D of the
segments {f(zn)wo} in Ω, we can find an inverse image / in D terminating at zo. f(z)
has a limit iVi&Q. as z-*zo along /. Let D\ be the component of D which contains /,
and Ci its boundary. Then 5 ^ } contains wu and S^zzS™, S{£ z>S<£

The component Ωj, which contains wif of S ™ - S(

z

c

o

ι) includes Ω by (I). Hence
does not contain at least three values in Ωi. This is contrary to (II).
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some results are obtained (cf. [8], Chap. V, § 1). In this note we shall inves-
tigate the behavior of such an analytic function about an isolated boundary point
by making use of the methods in the theory of cluster sets.

1. Let D be a domain in the z-plane? 20 its isolated boundary point, 9ί an
abstract Riemann surface in the sense of Weyl-Radό, and f(z) an analytic func-
tion mapping D into 9ϊ. Setting {0< \z - zo\ <r) = Gr and DΓ\Gr^Dr, we
denote the set of values {f(z)\ z&Dr) by SV. The cluster set S2T of f(z) in
D at Zo is denned by ΠΦ?, where Φ? is the closure taken relatively to 9ί of

Γ

Ί)r, and the range of values R{ξ] is defined by Π2V.4)

r

We begin with the following lemma:

LEMMA. Suppose that the cluster set S^ is not empty. Then S^5 consists
of either a point on 3ί or 9ϊ itself.

Proof. Suppose that the assertion is not true. Then there is a neighborhood
N on 9t of a boundary point Po of S^ such that S^ct JVα. Let Δ\ \t\ <1 be a
local parameter circle, corresponding to N and with t = 0 as the image of Po.
Consider the inverse image A in D of iV, and denote the composed function
tif(z)) in A by ίU). Since PQ^SZ^\ we can find a sequence {zn) tending to
2o such that fizn) -* Po. Hence 20 is a boundary point of A . Further 20 is not
isolated, because there is a sequence {zn), zn-*Zo, outside A such that f(zn)
tends to a certain point of S4"} outside Λf. Thus A is an open subset of A
with 20 as its non-isolated boundary point. The cluster set of t{z) on the boundary
of A at z0 consists of points on \t I = 1 but does not contain t = 0, whereas this
point belongs to the boundary of the cluster set of t(z) in A at z0. This con-
tradicts (I) in the introduction.

2. Let us suppose first that 3ί is of genus finite. 9ί is then conformally
equivalent to a subsurface of a certain closed Riemann surface Sg. The trans-
formed function, which takes values on % of f(z) will be denoted by F(z).
We shall use notations S^;) and Rz^ to represent the cluster set and the range
of values of F(z) respectively. Since S^ is non-empty, it consists of a point
on 3? or of E itself by the above lemma.

In case S^ consists of one point on % the image Φr on 3ϊ of Dr con-
verges to an inner point of 9ϊ or to a parabolic ideal boundary component of
n as r->0.5)

The case in which S^ = $ will be investigated in details in the sequel.
We shall denote the genus of 5R by p.

Case: p-0. We suppose that g? - RZT contains at least three points,

4 ) Notice that f{z), S'^ and R^ take values on a Riemann surface here, though the same

notations as in the introduction are used.
5 ) As for the definition of a parabolic ideal boundary component, see [8], Chap. Ill, §5.
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say, Pί9 P2, P3. Since PiSSi^, there is a sequence {zn} tending to zQ such
that F{zn)-^Pu Connect every F{zn) with Pi by a curve Ln such that Ln ap-
proaches Pi as n-> oo. For a sufficiently large number no the inverse image
lnϋ with Zn0 as its starting point must lie near ZQ and hence terminate at zo,
because {F(z) z&ϊn}GLn-> Pi as n-* c». A part A of D, near 20 and cut by
lnov can be regarded as an angular domain with the opening 2π. F(z) tends to
a value Po&Lno as z-»20 on /*«,. Since F(z) * Pu P2, P3, near z0, F(z) tends to
Po uniformly a s ^ 2 0 in A by Lindelόf-Iversen's theorem [3]. Thus S^} = {Po>,
and a contradiction is lead. Therefore when ξg is of genus zero and S^} = 3?,
then Rz^ contains all points of jg with two possible exceptions. This fact is
none other than Picard's theorem.

Case: p = l. Suppose that Rff Φ §£> = % and take a point PG ξg - Rf£\
In the mapping of the universal covering surface 9?°° of 9ϊ onto the finite whole
to-plane, Pi corresponds to an enumerably infinite number of points in the plane.
Similarly as in the preceding case we get a curve / terminating at z0 such that
F(z) tends to a value Po on jg as z-*zo along /. In the angular domain DQ cut
by /, any branch w(z) of the composed function to(F(z)) becomes one-valued
regular by monodromy theorem. It tends to respective definite limits along
both sides of / and does not take near Zo the ^-values corresponding to Pi.
Hence ιv(z) tends to a certain value uniformly in Do by LindeloHversen's
theorem. This shows §z^ = {Po}9 contrary to the assumption that S^^SR.
Thus, when 9ϊ is of genus one and Ŝ > = gj, then R^ = 3t.

Case: J)^2. On mapping 9JΓ onto I wI < 1 it is shown from ^^ } = g as
above that R^} = S. S is made of planar character by p disjoint simple closed
curves {C, } (i = 1, 2,. . . , p). By connecting infinitely many samples along the
opposite shores of {d), we obtain a Schottky covering surface % of planar
character and having no relative boundary, over % 9ϊ is mapped conformally
onto a domain outside a perfect set F in the w-plane and any image of d is
a closed curve. For any PiGCi there exists a sequence {zn} tending to z0

such that F(zn) = Pi. We may suppose that on d there is no image of a double
point of F{z). We denote by C[ a conjugate curve, which intersects Ci merely
at Pi and on which no image of a double point lies. Let ln be the inverse
image through zn of Cu If no ln terminates at Zo, there exists a number m
such that every ln for n ^^o is a simple closed curve around z0, because disjoint
inverse images of Cι can not cluster in D and no image is a closed curve
surrounding a compact domain in D. Consider the inverse image /«0 of C\9 which
starts from zno and runs inside ln0. A domain near and inside ΐn0 corresponds to
one side of d on 3?. Therefore ln0 can not intersect /«0 again and hence must
terminate at 20. Thus the inverse image through zn of Cι or C[ terminates at
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zo for any large n. Without loss of generality we may suppose that an image

/ of Ci terminates at z0. In the angular domain A cut by /, any branch w(z)

of the composed function w(F(z)) becomes one-valued regular. Its cluster sets

Si and S2 on the both sides of / at Zo lie either on one and the same image Γ

of C\ or on two images Γi and Γ2 of Cι respectively. In the former case Si Π S2

is not empty and the cluster set S of w(z) at z0 in A coincides with Si U S2 on

account of (I), (II), because w(z) does not take values of the perfect set F

whose points lie both outside and inside Γ. Hence S £ } C d, but this contradicts

the assumption: Sj£> = % The latter case is impossible too by (I), (II), because

S is a continuum but every component of the complement of Γi U Γ2 contains

points of F. Hence it does not arise that S^ =<ft for 3? of genus P ^ 2 .

We have considered so far the case when the genus of the original SR is

finite. Finally we suppose that 3ΐ is of genus infinite. If there is r > 0 such

that © r is of genus finite, the foregoing discussions apply. Consequently we

suppose that every Φ r is of genus infinite. We can then take a mutually non-

homotopic disjoint infinite sequence of loop cuts {C«}, CnCΦi/», such that Cn

does not divide 3ί and approaches the ideal boundary of 9ϊ as n -* 00. As in the

preceding case we find an inverse image, which terminates at 20, of a certain

Cn or its conjugate loop cut C*. The cluster set of f(z) along it is contained

in Cn or Cn and hence non-empty. Accordingly by Lemma in § 1 S^ } = 9ί. By

considering the Schottky covering surface of 3ϊ a contradiction will be lead as

before.

We now summarize the results in the following:

THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be a function, which is defined in a plane domain D

with an isolated boundary point Zo and takes values on an abstract Riemann

surface 9ΐ. Then either the image of the ring domain Gr' 0 < |z — 20 | <r con-

tained in D converges to an inner point of 3ί or to a parabolic ideal boundary

component of 3ϊ as r-»0, or the range of values off(z) in D at z0 is conformally

equivalent to a sphere with two possible exceptions or to a torus.

It is easy to find functions which realize these cases.

3. When (ft is of genus finite, Theorem 1 can be proved also by Ahlfors'

theory of covering surfaces [1] . We shall give an outline of the proof.

Since there exists a one-valued non-constant meromorphic function on SR of

§ 2, $ is conformally equivalent to a subsurface of a closed surface Uίσ, which

covers the Riemann sphere a touching the w-plane at w = 0 and with diameter

of length 1. Denoting the composed function w(f(z)) by w(z), we consider the

Riemann surf ace S w of the inverse function of w(z). If 2 = 0 is removable for

ιv(z), the image on % of Gr converges to a point on 9ϊσ. The image on 9Ϊ of Gr

converges then to a point or to a parabolic ideal boundary component of 3ϊ.
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Ήence suppose that z-0 is an essential singularity of w(z). Similarly as for

Riemann surfaces of parabolic type, it is seen that %lw is regularly exhaustible.

Regard now Ww as a covering surface over 3ίσ and denote it by 9to- Then 3ίσ

is still a regularly exhaustible covering surface over 9ΐσ, because the closed sur-

face 3ϊσ covers a only in finite times.

On the other hand, if the genus of 9ΐσ is <7^2, Ahlfors' fundamental in-

equality gives

where the usual notations are used; especially, Sir) is the average covering

number over 9ίσ of the part of 3R<j corresponding to D - Ga

r. Hence

S(r) h > 0 '

which contradicts the fact that 9L is regularly exhaustible.

Next suppose that 9ίσ is of genus one. If there is a number n > 0 such that

the part 9?ό of 3?σ corresponding to Grΰ does not cover a point PQ of SRσ? regard

3tί as a covering surface over 3ΐσ = SJfσ- {Po}. Applying Ahlfors' inequality to

them, there follows L(r)/S(r) ^l/h>0, which contradicts the regular exhausti-

bility of ΐRσ. As is known, Picard's theorem is proved by the same method.

It is not comprehensible to me, however, how such a method can be utilized

in the case when 9ΐ is of genus infinite.

4. In [8], Chap. Ill, §6, the following theorem was proved:

THEOREM 2. Let 3ϊ be an abstract Riemann surface with universal covering

surface ϊί00 of hyperbolic type. In the mapping of Si30 onto U: \z\ < 1 , the para-

bolic ideal boundary components of Oϊ and the classes of parabolic fixed points,

equivalent with respect to a Fuchsian group, on Γ: \z\=l correspond to each

other in a one-to-one manner.

The proof in [8] was different from the usual one given for a plane domain

(e.g., [4], pp. 31-34). But once Theorem 1 is established, Theorem 2 can be

proved in the usual way.
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